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CLARKE CREATES A
SMART FACTORY
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Use the Virtual Factory by Deloitte app to interact with this
augmented reality comic book and experience the Smart
Factory come to life.

Download Virtual Factory by Deloitte from
the App Store or Google Play.

Point your device’s camera at each page
for an augmented reality (AR) experience.
Pages with this symbol also feature an
AR Smart Factory use case.

Explore real life Smart Factory solutions!
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in a duck factory far, far away...

efficiency isn’t where we
want it but we’re doing the
best we can...

shut down
station two!

why is this
downtime happening
so often?

ZAP
ZAP

that part should have been
replaced last time it got
serviced. I don’t know how
that happened...

guys, our production
numbers are going to be
awful this month.

we are bleeding money. I’m going to need
you to put together a list of non-essential
line employees.

carol, I’m hoping we can find
some other solution-

i don’t want this either,
clarke. but i’m afraid we
don’t have a choice.

3

hey, little ducky. how’d
you like to come home
with me?

AT HOME...

oh my goodness, what in
the world happened to
this place??

i know you are but
what am i? i know you
are but what am i?

my favorite shoe!

mommy, make
cyrus stop!

cyrus stop doing that, you
know jakey doesn’t like it.

clarke??
yes, he does!
no, i don’t!

time to get your homework
done, boys. and clarke, can
you please run those boys a
bath before bedtime?

why’s he always
so mean to me?

i almost forgot. how would
you like some company?

4

i’ll have a talk with
your brother.

thanks, dad!

what? who’s dub dub?
you seem like you’re in a much
better mood. should i still
talk to your brother?

she’s my new
friend!

of course she is... get
a good night’s rest,
kiddo. i love you!
i love you too. and daddy?
dub dub says not to worry
so much about work and that
she’ll circle back with you.

that’s okay, dad. dub dub gave
me a few pointers in conflict
resolution. i’ll be okay.

this is the tenth day in a
row i’ve worked past 8. i
just want to spend time
with you and the kids.

the next morning...

hi clarke. down here.
it’s me, dub dub.

what the --?? i must
be going crazy!

clarke, we
should talk.
you’re not crazy. overworked,
sure. but not crazy.

you’ve been very kind to me, so
i’d like to help you at work.

honey? are you
talking to someone?

no! it’s, uh, just the
smart speaker again!

that darn thing!

you’re going to help me run
the factory?! i ought to
have my head examined.

what’s the issue, clarke? that you’re
conversing with a rubber ducky - or
that you’re conversing with a smart
rubber ducky?
take your pick!

i’ve been through the entire line.
i can help you fix things. trust me.
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back in the factory...

we need to pick some of the low
hanging fruit here, clarke. leverage
your core competencies.
what?
you probably know more about how
to manage these manufacturing
processes than anyone. you’re an
operational tech ninja! but you
need more informational tech. big
data is your friend!
big data?
you’ll see. take me to that
laser that failed yesterday.

how do you know
about that?

i’m not just a smart duck. i’m a
smart duck. c’mon i’ll show ya
if you installed sensors on the laser and other
machines, you could know exactly when the factory’s
assets needed repair. they’d actually tell you when
things were starting to go sideways. less machine
downtime means greater overall productivity. that’s
best practice, clarke.

installing sensors would be crazy
expensive. we can’t do that.

actually, you’d be surprised. wireless sensors
aren’t that costly. and look at what it’s costing
you not to have them in place.

this is a pain point, clarke. but you can
push back! disrupt things! you want to
be disruptive, don’t you?

hey man, your hair
looks great!
what?

uh, i dunno. i always
thought--

trust me, you do. that’s
how you become a
thought leader.

how do you even know
all of these buzzwords?

robust mastery of
business jargon is one
of my superpowers.
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making these improvements
can literally change your
life, clarke.

wow, there are a lot of
moving parts here, clarke.

well, yeah. it’s a factory.

i know. i just never get to say
that with any kind of literal
meaning. couldn’t help myself.

what’s that nice, bearded
fellow doing, clarke? making
craft beer?

what do you mean, the machine
will tell the parts? how?

looks like he’s waiting for parts to
be delivered from the warehouse so
he can do the next run.

with sensors and linked
messaging systems. you need
to create a smart ecosystem,
where all the inhabitants talk
to each other!

hmm. there’s a lot to unpack here,
clarke. the machine should tell the
parts when it will finish the current
run, so the parts can be here on
time to start the next one!

this is part of why your company is “de-growing,” which means
you’re losing money, and may have to do some “de-layering,”
which means some people will be “invited to leave.”

no one wants that
invitation, clarke.

you need smart asset tracking! all your parts
and tools should be on a digital grid so you
know exactly where they are, and your
machines know what they need next.
that’s the kind of ecosystem you want to live in:
smart! adaptable! sustainable! you know what’s not
in it? dinosaurs. the dinosaurs got de-layered,
clarke. think about it.
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are you finished with your dinner,
jake? i can take your plate to the
kitchen and wash it with mine.

why yes. thank
you, cyrus.

honey, this is gonna
sound weird, but did you
whiten your teeth?
what? No!
the next day...

are you sure?

where’s
johnson?

does she have to do this
every day? move people
around, make changes
on the fly?
pretty much.
always something.

who’s your most skilled
operator on machine 5? who
makes the least mistakes on
machine 6?

out sick!
mick, i’m moving you over to the
roller. nancy, you take mick’s
shift on the sprayer...

i don’t really know.
but laura does.

what happens when
she’s out sick?
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with a dynamic, digital crew planning system,
operator efficiency would be automatically
logged and kept track of...

personnel changes would be rationalized
and based on performance... and you’d
have seamless integration with the
production schedule...

a data-driven system would reduce downtime and give laura
accurate data to make better decisions... and she could
maybe take a vacation without you getting an ulcer...

do you want to stay in
your silo, clarke. do you
like it in there?

uhhh...

this paradigm shift has to happen, clarke. you
need to start swimming in each other’s lanes!
right now, all of your people are siloed operational tech types over here, information
tech peeps over there...

get out of your silo,
clarke! get out right now.
are you out?
um...yes?

good. moving on!

later...

WHAT the heck?

how can i see better
without the glasses?

clarke, what happens when a new part for
a product has to be made on the line?
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quaint system you have here, clarke. refreshingly old
school! but let me show you what a digital worker
instruction system would look like...

instead of having to search through that
enormous pdf book, your workers would
have tablet display of diagrams and
instructions for every new part...

they’d get the guidance to make the
necessary equipment changes faster,
and more safely...
which would make your new
production runs more efficient...

this increases worker safety, with
the added benefit of also
reducing downtime... something i
like to call a “win-win.”

more risky or difficult part changes could be
done via ar glasses so workers get a 3d view
of the operations they must carry out.

good for you. look clarke,
you need to get your arms
around this. this is the future,
and it’s happening now!

now that one i’ve
heard. win-win.

implemate? is that
even a thing?

oh, it’s a thing.

really? because i don’t
think i’ve ever heard--

it’s a thing, clarke! a very
big, next gen thing!
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we made dinner too!

Wow, this place
looks spotless!

Did you guys start a chore chart? How did
things get so... Efficient around here?

back in the
factory...

Walk me through
your new product
design process,
clarke.

well, designers draw the new parts
and then they get sent out to be
manufactured as prototypes...
the prototype parts get tested, and if
there are problems, the designs have
to be re-drawn...

then the process starts all over
again... it’s not the fastest approach...

alright, let me show you how a digital
approach to product design would work...
designers would digitally
sketch the new parts...

which then get tested virtually,
requiring no manufacturing...
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then the new parts are 3d printed!
the new physical product
then gets tested...

and if it’s working as it should... gets
put into actual line production... in a
fraction of the time a traditional design
process would have taken...

this lets you pivot in response to consumer
demand... and survive in a dynamic market.

you don’t want to be like the titanic, clarke -too slow to pivot when the iceberg shows up.
because the iceberg will show up. that’s what
happened to the dinosaurs.
Right. Wait, what? now you’re saying
the dinosaurs hit an iceberg? that
doesn’t make-

moving on!
WHO’S THAT?

oh, that’s darryl. known him
since high school. he’s kind
of a--

wait. you look taller.
whaddya got lifts in your
shoes now?

you say something
clarke?

uh, no, just--

no, but it’s the
craziest thing--

I’ve always been taller than
you clarke. You ain ’t foolin ’
anyone!
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alright clarke, show me how
the factory handles quality
control issues.

our inspectors check out products as they
come off the line by hand, individually.
they know what to look for.

no, that would
slow the line
down too much.

but not every
product gets
checked.

so now they have to find what’s causing
the defect, right? i think that’s going to
slow your line down. a lot.

quality control must be a core value, clarke.
right now , your quality control system is
causing value leakage for all stakeholders.
it’s a perfect storm of value leakage!

with an automated quality control system,
every product gets inspected via machine
sensor as it moves through the various stages
on the line...
defects not visible to the eye are
visible to the sensors...

this is called machine vision. it’s what i
have, and your machines could have it,
too! machine vision is waay better,
clarke. i can see everything.

with machine vision, problems get
spotted immediately... before the
product gets corrected faster... it’s
an end-to-end solution!

that makes
me a little
uncomfortable.

this would be transformative, clarke... the
sort of thing a change agent like you
needs to bring to the acme table...

do you know how to use
regular words, too?
because sometimes--

let’s put a pin in that.
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jen, did my
shirt shrink in
the wash?

i don’t think so.

but hey, nice abs,
mister!

uh huh, and what are
the production
numbers going to look
like today?

what about
machine 10?
how are things going with
machine 7 right now?
i don’t know. i’d
have to go down
and take a look.

well, i don’t know yet,
i’ll get the report at
the end of the day.

exactly.
wouldn’t it be better if you
knew, in real time,
how each machine was doing
from up here?

um, i’m not
sure...

that way you could know
immediately if there
were problems, and not
have to wait for reports
from the floor...

and you could project, ahead of
time, what the numbers would look
like each day...

you’d have all the plant’s vital signs at
your fingertips…and be able to spot
problems before they became emergencies.
then you could really be the captain of
this ship... this would be your wheelhouse!
wouldn’t that be awesome?

all of these changes would
be amazing. but i don’t have a
magic wand, dub dub. i’d have
to get the board to sign
off, and that would be no
easy task.
yeah. i’d love to
have a real
wheelhouse...

oh, don’t worry about that.
i’ll handle the sell-in with
the board.

you mean buy-in?

no. sell-in.

it’s sell-in! they do the buy-never mind. i’ve got this...
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i’m pretty sure it’s buy-in.

the next day...
we can transform the acme factory
from an analog to a digital
reality-base. all the iot tech we’d
need is now available, scalable, and
turn-key...

whisper...
whisper...

i’ve done a deep dive on this,
looked at all the metrics on
a granular level, and these
are my learnings: not only
can we do this, it’s costing
us money not to...

i dunno, clarke. kinda
feels like we’re boiling
the ocean here.
“boil the ocean?”
whisper...
whisper...

good point, alex. don’t worry, we can
segment this. pick one line to start with and
use the metrics from that to get a clear
line of sight on how to move ahead.

i appreciate all the heavy lifting you’ve
done here, clarke. but we don’t want to
make an investment like this and find out
it’s obsolete in two years.

i understand, carol, but we are at an
inflection point! we need to move the needle!
5g is coming as we speak.

the choices we make now will determine
whether we’ll be best in breed or bush
league going forward!

we have to seize these
opportunities while we can!

we need to be smarter and lighter on
our feet than the other guys!

that’s what will make
acme the market leader!
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it’ll take vision, and boldness and guts! yes, it’s risky yes,
it will cost money. but sometimes, carol, you have to

burn the barn before you can float!

....................................................

what does that
even mean?

i don’t know! i
made it up!

so what you’re saying is...
unless we change the way we’ve
been doing business for the last
75 years... unless we scrap our
proven, successful methods and
‘burn the barn’... we won’t be
able to make the changes that
will keep us competitive... we
won’t be able to ‘float.’ is that
what you meant?

this is a disaster.

you know what? i think you’re
right! that’s exactly the kind of
out of the box thinking this
company needs!

did you just say...’you have to burn
the barn before you can float?’
yes. i’m sorry, i-

hm...

say yes.
say yes!
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uhhh...

yes, carol. that’s
what i meant.

clarke, thank you for being so
honest. and insightful. ping me
with the details and we’ll get
this teed up...

wow, you look great,
jen. where are the kids?

both are off on sleepovers. i
thought you and i could have a
date night. remember those?

great! where would you like
to go? there’s that new
italian place we could try-months later...
who said anything
about going out? i want
to stay in. with you.

clarke, i can’t tell you how thrilled
we are with your numbers. not only
are we not going to have to let
anyone go, this may be our most
profitable quarter in years! you’re
an all-star!

thanks, carol. i’m just glad
we turned things around.

so are we. guess it just goes to show,
sometimes you really do have to, ‘burn
the barn before you can float,’ right?
right. exactly.
you know carol, that might
be a good title for the book
you’re writing...

it just might be,
clarke. thank you.
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some months have passed...

hey dub dub, guess what i’m doing:
having my cake and eating it, too.
no one says that, clarke.

people say it.

nope, nobody.

well, i say it. and you
said i’m a thought
leader, so...

i said you’re becoming a thought
leader. it’s a journey, clarke, from
becoming to being. it’s all covered in
my ted talk, i’ll send you the link. but
you’ll have a to walk the next part
of this path alone.

what? where are
you going?

i can’t tell you that, due to the
nda. let’s just say... other
end-users have need of the skill
sets in my toolbox.

but what about
the factory?

you got this, clarke. remember,
always leverage your synergies.
don’t forget the special sauce. and
eat the elephant one bite at a time!

you’ll know. when you’re
ready... bye, clarke!

what does that
even mean?
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wow. I’m really
gonna miss that
little 900 pound
gorilla...
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